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Across

3. When EMS advises the answer to 16 Across, 

911 personnel will immediately ask the 

___________ to call in to explain the situation. DO 

NOT PUT THIS OVER THE RADIO AT ANY POINT!

4. If a 10-13 patient at CD17 becomes combative 

& CD17 requests law enforcement, you will dispatch 

_________________.

9. EMS Status Checks are every __________.

11. In reference to 11 Down, on N Hwy 41 & S Hwy 

41 in the connecting areas as designated, GCFD is 

dispatched to _________ related incidents only.

13. Gordon EMS uses __________ for all 

communications.

14. When a unit radios in a 10-84 at a business 

CAD it as a ________.

15. DO NOT __________ all traffic given by law 

enforcement.

16. For County & City Fire, you only issue a case 

number when they are ________.

19. Holdup alarms, hold ups in progress, thefts in 

progress, severe medical situations, structure fires, 

or any other type calls where its necessary to 

expedite the dispatching of the calls beyond the 

normal dispatching procedures & guidelines.

20. CFD also uses "_________ all is 10-4" just like 

EMS for situations where something has occurred & 

they need Law Enforcement.

21. All out of county XFERs from CD17 will be 

dispatched to __________.

22. For GCSO referencing a 10-50 not on private 

property, always contact who?

23. When Law Enforcement requests EMS & you 

ask 10-18 or Non 10-18 & they advise "however they 

respond" you will tone out EMS _________ & relay 

the info to them & advise them to respond 10-18 or 

Non 10-18 at their own discretion.

24. If someone has been banned from a location, 

you change the CAD event code to ___________.

Down

1. One or more subjects participating in a random 

or systematic shooting incident demonstrating their 

intent to continuously harm others & who might be 

armed with other deadly weapons.

2. Time Notifications for GCFD on structure 

fires are every _______ from dispatch.

5. If 1 minute passes & there is no response from 

the CFD station you dispatched out, then dispatch 

the ______________.

6. In a 10-80 you _______ the vehicle pursuit by 

saying 10-4. DO NOT repeat what the unit is saying.

7. Dispatch all calls within ____________?

8. __________ is the agreement GCFD has with 

Whitfield & Bartow County that is 24/7/365.

10. EMD Cards must be read __________.

12. "___________...All is 10-4" means something 

has happened where additional help is needed due to 

safety concerns of EMS personnel but they aren't 

able to pass that along.

17. Time notifications for CFD on structure fires 

are every 15 minutes from the first unit ________.

18. When dispatching EMS to a potentially 

hazardous call (such as a 10-44T, 10-44A, 10-16IP 

etc) you will tone them out Non-Emergency & advise 

them to ___________.


